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Physics. - "Tlze viscosity of liquefied gases. J. Tlte J otational 
08cillations of a splte1'e in a viscous liquid." By Prof. J. E. 
V ERSCHAl!'FI~LT. Uomm. N°. 148b from the Physical Laboratol'Y 
at Leiden. (Communicated by Prof. H. KAl\IERUNGH ONNES). 

(Communicated in the me('ting of October 30, 1915). 

1. 'Vïth a view to an investigahon of the visrosity of liquefied 
gases at low temperatul'es, especially in the case of hydl'ogen, which 
on the inVltation of Professor' KAl\1ERLINGH ONNES I hope to undel'
take, In conjunction with Mr. Ch. NICAISE, by the method of damped 
rotational oscJllations of a sphere suspended in the liquids in question, 
I shall here give the theory of the method. The pr'oblem has been 
dealt with befol'e by a number of wl'Îters I) and the formulae which 
emboc!y the rebults of their .. calculations have also founJ application 
in the discnssion of different e:xperiments; still I do not consider it 
SUpel'flllOUS to publish my method of dealing with the problem, 
uecallse in my opimon lt is siroplel' and less involved than the one 
followed by predolls writers, while the formulae whieh I have 
al'rived at are much better adopted to nnmerical calcllJations. 

Tilt' sphere wlll be supposed to swing freely about a diameter 
under the actioll- of a eouple of forces (the torsional moment of the 
suspension) the moment of which Ma is proportional to the angle 
of defleetion tY• In the ab&ence of frictIon the sphere would perform 
a harmonie oscillation with a, time of swing given by: 

1'0 = 2;71' V'! ' (1) 

J( being the moment of inertia of the sphere about a diameter (Ol' 
more correetly the moment' of inertia of the vibrating system of 
which the sphere fOl'ms pnrts), fll the angular moment per unit of 
angle. If the sphere swings in a vis('ous~ liquid, the motion is dam'ped 
and it appe::trs (although properly speaking an experimentaJ confirm
ation is laeking), that when the friction is not too strong the sphere 
executes a damped harmonie vibration, according to the formnla: 

1) C. J. H. LAMPE, Programm des slil.dt. Gymn. zu Danzig, ] 866. 
G. KIRCHHOFF, Vorlesungen über mathematische Physik, No. 26, 1877. 
lG. lÜr:MENCIC, Wien Bel'. H. 84, 141i, 1882. 
G. G. STOKES, Math. and Phys. Papers. Vol. V, p 207. 
W. KÖNIG, Wied. Alm. 32, 193, 1887. 
H. LAMB. Hydrodynamics, 1906, p. 571, 59B. 581. 
G. ZEMPLÉN, Ann. d. Phys. 19, 783, 1906; 29, 899, 1909. 
M. BRILLoUIN. Leçons SUl' la ViSCOSlté des liquides ct des l!;az, 1907; lèlc partie 

p. ÇJ6. 
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-rS~ t 
a = a e T cos 2n- T ' (2) 

where T is the new time of vihration and d' the logal'ithmic decre
ment of the elongations for one vibration, 1) The problem hefore us 
is, how d' and T depend upon the specitic properties of the liquid, 
in particular on the viscosity 11, and huw 11 may be ralcnlated from 
obset'vations on tlle two q llan tities in q uestion, 

2, We shall contine our investiga.tion to- the two cases in which 
the liquid is eithel: externally unlimlted (i e, practically speaking, 
fills a space the dimensions of which are very large rompared with 
the radius of the sphel'e) Ol' is limited by a stationary sphericaI 
surface which is concentl'ic with tbe oscillating sphel'e; in these 
cases we mar natlll'ally assnme. that th~ motion in tlle liquid is 
such, tbat it divides itselt' into spherical, concf'ntric layers, which 
eacb separately oscillates as asolid shell aboat the same aXJS as the 
sphel'e, "dth the same periodic time and the same logal'ltlunir decre
ment; it will be shown further down that Ihis assumed state of 
motion is actllally a. possible one, at least when the motion is very 
slow 2), In that case it is only the amplitude alld the phase of the 
motion which differ fI'om one shell to anothel', and tor a allell of 
radius ?' we may thel'efore put: 

a, = al e - rS;' COS 2:7 (~ - 'P') . (3) 

where n" and ({, are functions of 1', If we further assllme that the 
liquid layer whirh is eontjgllous to the sphere, adhel'es to it, ns iR 
weU known to be generally the case, expreE-sion (3) must uecome 
identical with (2) fol' r = R; thllS aR = a and fPR = 0, 

3, In order to find tlle functions aR and q R we proceed to estab-
1ish the eqllation of motion fol' a spherical liquid shel!. Fo!' this 
purpose we shall cOllsider tbe ring whose section iR ABCD = 1',dE,cb' 
(comp, adjoining figure) and whose radius is Q =1' COS E. 011 its side
faces AB and CD this ring according to our assumption does not 
expel'Ïence any friction; on the innel' surface AB, owing to fl'iction 
against a shel! closer to the centl'€', it expel'Ïences a tangential force 
F per unit area in the direction of its motion, and on the outer 

sUl'face BC similarly a force - (p t a:. cl?); wl'Ïting down tlle 

1) lf the motion of the sphere without friction were a compollnd harmonie motioll, 
as would be Ihe case, jf the sphere were coupled to other oscillating systems, the 
motion with friction would be compounded of damped harmonie vibrallOns, 

~) For the neeessal'y condition of slowness of lhe mofion see na te in Comm ~(). 14~d, 

54~' 
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condition, th at the work of these forces during a small angular dis
placement equals the increase of the kinetic energy -IJ mv,2 of- the 
ring, we find, when the density of the liquid is [l, 

aal' ( aF) . aaT 
F.2.1t'TCOSE.TdE.TCOSEa;- F+ TrdT 2.1t'(T+dT)3COS2E.dE.at = 

~ a aV r = at (-IJ mvr
2

) = 2.1t'TCOSE. TdE. dr. [l. Vrat 

or 
aF 3F av, 02ar - - - - = fL- = [l l' COS E-. a1' T at ot2 

Accol'ding to tlle elemelltal'y laws of internal friction the force F 
is proportional to the velocity-gradient in tile direction of the radius; 
in determining this f,lope we must only take into account the gradient 
which is due to tile change of the angular velocity with 1,1). The 

. . a (aar) veloClty-gradlent thus becomes equal to l' COS E 07' at ,and tbel'efol'e 

1) The gradient of velocity which is the consequence of a uniform rotation of 
the liquid does not pro duce ány friction. In the classical hydrodynamical theory 

- this resuIts from the circul'IIstance that in a uniform rotation there is no deformatioll 
and consequently no stress. (Note added in the translation). 
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aw 
F = - 1'/ r cos E ar' . . (4) 

aa, 
when w = at represents the angular. velority of the she11 nnder con-

sid~ration and 11 the visrosity of the liqnid. The eqnation of mo1ion 
of the spherirall shell ma)' now be written in the form 

\ a2 w 4 aw (J, aw 
- -'- ----- . . . (5) ar2 I l' al' - 1'/ at 

4. This eqllation determines how w depends on 1'; as it does 
not contain the angle 8, it is in accordance with our assumption, 
th at the individllal shells oscillate to and fl'o as solid bodies 1). As 
regards the law of dependence of w on t, which we have al ready 
pl'esupposed in equation (3), it appeal's that it also is compatible 
with (5); substituting (3) in (5) and expressing the condition, that 
equation (5) must be fllifilled at all times (by putting the coefficients 
of cos and sin equal to zero), two differential equations are obtained, 
which do not contain the time and which determine the functions 
a,. and (PI" 

This method is, however, very cumbrous. It iA mllch simpler fil'st 
to reduce (3) to the form 

ar=e-a~('lJCOS23l' ~ + YSin2n-~1) , (6) 

where .'1] and y are new funrtions which fol' l' = R become equal 
to a and 0 respectively and al'e determined by the two differential 
equations : 

d2
[lJ 4 d;u !.t - + -- + - (d.v-2.7l'Y) = 0 

dr2 
l' dr 1'/T 

d2y 4 dy ~ - + -- + -, (dy + 2n-t/J) =0 
dr2 r dt, 117 

The simplest method of all is to consider (6) 
an exponential function 

• (7) 

as the reut part of 

(8) 

where u and k are in general complex ql1antities; in that case (2) 
is the real part of 

J) It should not be overlooked that in this manner the possibility of the afore· 
said assumption has been proved, not ils npcessity (for this proof, see LAMB, 

loc. ciL). It is moreover easily seen, that with a different law of friction, eg. 
in which Y, would also depend on the velocity itself, the assumption would become 
unallowable. 

1\ 
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a = a e1.t (8') 

and tb is a fllnction of r only, which fol' r = R obtains the válue 
a. Putting 

k=lc' + kl/i (i= V -1), (9) 

it follows by eqnating (6) to the real part of (8) that 

Ó /I_ 2:1l' k'=-- and k- T · (9') 
T 

Tbe rea I angu]at· ve]ocity w is the real part of the complex 
quantity 

w=kuekl , 

tbe function tb satis(ying the equatioll 

d~1t 4 du r-t 
-+--=-ku, 
dr2 

'I' dr 'fj 

which is obtained by substituting l10) in (.5). 1) 

Ol' 

5. The general solution of (11) is weIl known to be 

1 
~t = -"3 [Ae-br (b'l' + 1) + Be br (b'l' - 1)] , 

l' 

(10) 

(11) 

r 1 
lt = - [Pe-b(I-Rl (br + 1) + Qe6(r-Rl(br - l)J , . (12) 

1,3 

where 

, 
1) Equation (10) is a particlllal' sollltiun of equation (5), The mode of motion 

which it represents is, therefor.l, a possible one but not necessarily the actually 
existlllg olle, The reason why we only cOllsider thiR solution is that we suppose 
the sphere not to perform forced vibl'atlOns In the case of a compound harmonie 
motion w would consist of a number of tet'ms, each with its own k, the u's of 
which wou!d satisfy as many equations (11), 

lt is also obvious, that the condition of motion considered cannot exist fr om 
the beginuing, but cau only be reached aftel' a theoretically infinite period, so that 
the motion of the sphere cannot correspond either to equation (2) from the momf'nt 
a.t which the motion begins. The experiments show, however, that the final 
condition is practically reached aftel' a comparatively short time (a few minutes), 
i. e. very soon Tand ; have become constant; this may be expressed mathema· 
tically by saying, that the assUtned condition of motion is the limiting condiLion 
to which the rea! motion approac:hes asymptoticalIy and tbis approach is in general 
so rapid, that even aftel' a comparatively short time the deviations of the actual 
motion from thc finaI limit are within the limits of the erl'ors of observation, The 

, question as to the real motion during the said period of approach is one which 
would have to be settled by a separate theoretical and experimental investigation, 
but is of no importance for our present purpose. 

-' 
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b= V!:k; . 
'I] , 

. . . . (13) 

A, B, Pand Q are complex constants' which are determined bJT 
the conditions at the boundaries. 

In the \first place we have u = a for r = R, so that 

P(bR+l)+Q(bR-1)=al?n .. .. (14) 

If the liquid is unlimited or at any rate may practically be con
sidered as unlimited, ~t = 0 fol' l' = CfJ; this leads to the condition 
Q = 0 (unless b were a pure imaginary quantity, i. e. k were real, 
in which case the motion would be aperiodic, a case w hich we do 
not consider here), and therefore 

R3 b1'+1 
u=a- __ e-h(r-R) 

r3 bR+1 
. . . . (15) 

On the othet hand, if the liquid is bounded by a stationary 
spheriral surface of radius R', the condition is that ~t = 0 for 
l' = B' at all times (again in the supposition that the liquid adhel'es 
to the smface of the sphere) so that 

Pe-0(R' -Rl (bR' + 1) + Qeh(R'-Rl (bR' - 1) = 0 j • • (16) 

in that case 
aR3(bR'-1)eb(R'-R) 

P= D ' Q= 

whel'e 

aR3(bR' + 1 )e-htR'-m 
--'--D-=--- , (17) 

D = (bR + 1) (bR' - 1) eb(R'-Rl -- (bR - 1) (bR' + 1) e-b(R'-R), (17') 

') so that 

!( 

R3 

lb = ~ [Cbr + 1) (bR' - 1) eó(R'-I) - (b1' - 1) (bR' + 1) e-h(R'- ')J (17") 
Dr3 

6. If we_ put 
Vk = ± (y' + "t"i) 

it follows that 
y'2 _ y"2 = k' and ~ y'y" = k", 

and tlJerefore, seeing that y' and y" from their natuÎ'e represent 
real quan tities : 

,-V.lk'-l-l Vk'2 +"'2 -V-d + Vó
2

+4.n
2 

y- 2,? c_ 
, 21' 

y"= V-Ale' + ~ V k'2"+ k"2- V(J + V ó
2 + 4.7l

2 

- 2T 

. (18) 

. As a l'ule the cil'cumstances Ul1der which the experiments are 
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conducted are snch, that ó is a smaIl nnmbel~, of the order of 
magnitude 0,1; in that case the expressions (18) can be developed 
into series progressing according to th\:' ass-ending powers of X = 

ó 
-- -, WhICh leads to: 

2~ 

r' = V; (1 - t X + t X~ + ... ) I 

r,,=V;(1 + tx +ix2 + ... )\' 
so that 

. . . . (19) 

(20) 

7. As mentioned above in section 1, the real part of (8) may in 
general be written in t11e form 

a, = ek't-h', [Xl cos (k"t-b"r) + Yj sin (k' t-b"1')] 

+ e7c't+h'r [X 2 cos (k"t+b"1') + Y 2 sin (k"t+b"r)], . . (21) 

where Xli X 2 , 1'; and Y2 are again functions of 1', but now real 
quantities. This form shows, that the motion of the liquid is the 
result of the pl'opagation of two waves, the one moving away from 
the oscillating sphere, the other moving towards the sp here ; writing 

k"t ± b"r in the form 21~ (t ± i), the speed of pl'opagation appears 

to be 
kil 2n 

V=-=-; . . . . . . . (22) 
b" b"1' 

this "elocity thel'efol'e depends not on the specitlc propertïes of the 
liquid only, but in addition on the time of swing of the sphere. 

2n-
The wa ve-length is ), = lF . 

For ó very smal! we have by (19'), 

V 3l11 V3t'1'/T V: 2 - and Á = 2 \ -- . 
(-LT (-L 

• . . (22') 

Wh en tbe liquid extends to infinity (practically), we have only to 
deal wlth tbe former of the two vvaves: bUL wben the liquid is 
bounded, the wave which is emitted by the oscillating sphere is 
reflected on the thed waH, in sueh a manner th at the phase is 
reversed, and thel'eby the amplitude u becomes zero at the wall. 

In addJtion the waves undergo a damping effect during propagation, 
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in such a mannel' that, independently of the algebraic dependenee 
on 1', the amplitude is reduced in the ra.tio ~: 1 over a distance 1, 
where ~ = e-h'. 

With a small value of ä according to (20) the dam ping increases 
as T beeomes smaller and with a sufficiently small valne of T it 
may happen, that even a comparathely nal'l'owly bounded liquid is 
practically unbounded, because the motion which starts from the 
sphere is practically completely damped, before it reaches the external 
boundary; to this point we shall return later on (~ 12). 

8. We can now proceed to calculate the time of swing and the 
logarithmic decrement of the damped oscillations of the sphere from 
the specific constante of the liquid (viz. the viscosity 1] and the 
density (1). The equation of motion of the oscillating sphere is 

d2a 
](- - C + .Ma = 0,1) . . (23) 

dt2 

where C, the moment of the friction al forces, is given by (comp. § 3) 

(23 /) 

2 

According to (10) and (12) we may write 
Ow kekt 
01' = - R4 [P(b 21,2+3b1'+3) e-b(,-R) - Q (621,t- 3b1'+3) eb(r-R)], 

and therefore 

(~w) = _ ke
Tet 

[P(b2R2+3bR+3) _ QWR2-3bR+3)] = 
ur R ]l4 

1 ~ = - aR4 [P(b 2.R2 +3bR+3) - Q(b2R2 -3bR+3)] dt ' 

so th at for the case of a damped harmonie motion we may write 
d2a da I 

K dt2 + L dt + Ma = 0, 2) • • • (24) 

where 

1) The equation once more expresses thc fact that the sphere oscillates freely. 

2) In the case of a not purely harmonie damped motion the proportionality of 

O 'hda 1 ' Af wlt dt no ongel' eXlsts. s ar as I can see, it is in that case imposslble to 

say, how in general 0 depends on the motion, sa that it will then pl'obably be 
impossible to establish a general differential equation for :;. 
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::rR31] 
L=f--[(b2 R 2+3bR+3)(bR' -1 )eó(R' R)+W RJ-3bR+3)(bR'+1)e-b(R'.R)] (24') 

D -
D being the form glven in (17'). L is again a complex quantity. 1) 

Wh en the liqUld is (practically) unbounded and the motion perlOdic 
(i.e. Q = 0), we have simply: 

. (25) 

9. The expressioJl (8') actually satlsfies the equation (24), when 
k satlsfies the equatlOn 

Kk
2 + Lk + lil = ° . . . . (26) 

lf we put again L = L' + L"i, we find' 
J(k'2_k"2) + L'k' - L"k" + jJf = ° and 2Kk'k" + L'k" + L"k' = 0, (26') 

91' according to (9') and (1), 

L'T L"T ']'2 L'']' L"'1' 
ó2 

- 4.7l2 
- ó- - 2n-- + 4n-2 -=O and 4:;ró=2n-- -ó- (27) 

J( J( '1'02 J( K 

These are therefore the equations which determme k' and k", 
and thus also ó and 'P, under the given experimental conditions ; 
conversely they enable us to compute L' and L" fl'om the experi
mental values of Tand ó and thereby by the aid of (24') to 
calculate 1/. 

From (27) it fol1ows that: 

L' ó l '1'2 4n
2 

] 

/(=1' T024.1l2 j--Ö"+
1 , 

L" 2n- [ 1'2 4.7l
2 

] 

K = l' '1'02 4n-2 + (J2 -1 . (28) 

'1' - '1'0 
When ó is a small number, as also tp = T- (as is usually the 

o 

. (28') 

10. As we have been using complex quantities all along, we 

1) The meaning of this is as follow'l: the real angle / satisfies equation (23), 
where evel ything is l"eal, even 0, the moment of the frictional forces, which is 
determined by (23') with w "tiJl realo lf, however, a complex angle " is introduced, 
the real part of whieh is the real Cl, C wiJl be the real part of (23'), where u. must 
be taken as a complex quantity, and this is at the same time the real part of 

an expression of the form J, da, where L is then similarly a complex quantity. 
dt 
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have not come aeross the fietitious addition to t1le moment of inel'tia 
whieh usually oeeurs m problems of this kind. This addition does 
not show ltself, until rhe rea I pad IS extt'aeted fl'om equation (24). 

This real part is equal to 
d2 I d I d I' 

K~ + D ~-.L"~ + 1Yla' =O 
dt2 

I dt dt 
(29) 

having put a = a' + a"i; and as is easily found from (8') 

dali 1 d2 a' k' da' 

Tt = - k" dt 2 + kil dt' 

so that 

K+- -+ L'-L"- -+Ma'=O,. (
Lil) d

2
a' ( k' ) da' 

kil dt 2 kil dt • 
. (29') 

which means an apparent inel'ease of tbe moment of inertia by the 
L" 

amount ]('=".1) 
k 

Sllbstituting the expression (2) in (29) and ag,ain expt'essing the 
faet that for all values of t the equation must be satisfied, by 
equating to zero the coefficients of cos and sin, the same eqnations 
(26') are arrived at. 

11. 'rhe separation of the general expression (24') into its real 
and imaginal'Y part& is a troublesome performance, whie}J lS of no 
practical value; the general expressions for L' and Lil are so involved, 
that they are practically useless for the computation of 11 from the 
observed values of Tand ó by means of the equations (28). As a 
matter of fart it IS only undel' simplified cdnditions, that the deter
mination of 11 by obsel'vation of the oscillations I of a sphel'e is 
practically possible. Now the whole pt'oblem bf'comes most simpie, 
when the liquid may be considered as unbounded; in that case 
it follows from (25) 'whieh mayalso bf' written as 

L = i :rr H3 11 (bR t 2 + _1_), 
hRt l 

1) From (29') it also follows1 that even in the case of friction in a liquid the 
weJl·kno,vn equatioll 

'1'2 - '1'0 2 rl~ 
---

'1' 0
2 4Jt 2 

still holds, on condition tbat fol' To is taken the fictitious periodic time '1.'0 given by 

1, - VK+IC 
0-23l' ---. 

jJ1 
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that 

For a further approximation 'in the case, that tbe liquid may by 
approximatioll be considered as unbounded, (24') can be developed 
in the form of a series. For this purpose we write fit'st: 

(24") 

when e-2b(R'-R) is sufficiently smaIl 2
), formula (25) will hold as a 

first appl'oximation; if IteCeSSal'y a first correction-term may be added 
of the form >' 

bR'-1 L = 16 :n:R6b311 e-2b(R'-R) 
1 if I (bR' + 1)(bR+ ly , (31) 

the value of which eau be eomputed fairly easily, when an approximate 
value has been found for 1). 

1) If k (kl) is replaced by the conjugate imaginary quantity kJ, it is c1ear, that 
the real part of :(. and also of:l r do not undergo any change (bI and b2 are 
similarly conjugate), so that exactly the ~ame resuIts must be obtained, in particular 
the samt> equations (30). That this io; actually true may be easily seen from the 
fact tbat Ll and L'}, according to (24') are also conjugate imaginary. 

We migbt even, in general, have represented tbe damped harmonic oscillation 
by tbe real part of 

a = al + a2 = ale"lt + a2elc•t• 

We should then have obtained 

(J) = kl u1ek1t + k2!t2elc,t, 

and have found, that a must satisfy tbe equation 

~a ~l d~ , 
J(- + L l - + L 2 -+ Ma= 0, 

dt2 dt dt 

which, owing to L''}, = L'l and L//'}, = -L'\ mayalso be written as: 

d2 , d ' d (" a" ) ](~ +L', ~-L' a 1- 2 +Ma'=O. 
dt 2 - dt 1 dt 

By putting al = aJ ct may then be real (form. (2)). 

~) The coefficienls of th is factor in (24//) cannot become infinite in this case, 
on the contrary they do not differ much from umty. 
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12 In our experiments we intend to choose the conditions snch 
that the liqnid may, at least approximately, be considered as unbounded; 
moreover we shall arl'ange to make ó small. It is easIly found, what 
conditions these simplifications are subject to. 

Clearly it is necessary that the factor eb'(R'-R) obtains so high a 
value, that the terms contallling this factor al'e bufficiently prepoJl
derant; this conditio~ does not necessarily involve :1 specially high 
value of b', fol' if e.g. B' -B = 1 i.e. If the distance of the two 
spherical surfaces is only 1 cm. (and this wil! be about the case 
in our experirnents) still even for b' = 10, the valne of eh(R-R) 

wiJl be as high as 10000 about. For water in C. G. S. units 11 = 0,01 
and [.1 = 1, so that even with T= 3, i.e. a time of swing of 3 
second, b' will reach the value 10, so that even in that case the 
desh'ed condition will be fulfilled of t11e wa,'e-moiion, which starts 
t'rom the oscillating sphere, when al'riving at the external sphere, 
being practically completely damped out (§7). lf it is further taken 
into account, that the oscillating sphere can Ollly undergo an influence 
from . the bounding wall by the waves reflected on the wal! returning 
to the sphere and that the returning waves again undergo a dam ping 
pl'ocess, it becomes clear, that the darnping on the way from tbe 
inner sphere to the outer wall does not need to be 80 very complete, 
in order to be able to consider the liqUld as being practically 

\ unbounded. 

This fact is also expressed in our equations (24") and (31). Prac
tically (24/1) is identical witb (25), or Ll = 0, when e-2h'(R -R) is 
sufficiently small, i.e. wben the dam ping over a distance 2 (R'- R) 
is sufficiently strong; in order that e-2b'(R'-R) may be say 10

1
00 

with R'-R = 1, e"\ en b' = 3 would he sufficient and tb is would 
still be the case fol' water with T as high as 30. A somewha,t 
large time' of swing of about tbat magnitude is favourable to the 
readings from which the logarithmic decrement must be determined 
and it is accordingly intended in our experiments to make the 

11 pedodie time about th at size. 

With R' - B = 1 and T = 30 even when worldng witb water 
tbe liquid ean thus approximately be considered as unbonnded. But, 
moreover, it appears from (20) that with a given time of swing' bi 
and bil become greater, and therefore the conditions more favourable, 

aecol'ding as the ratio '!!.. is smaller; for ver)' mobile liquids, like 
f-t 

ether and benzene, they would therefore be even more favomable 
than with water, and, as the available data show, most favourable 
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of all for liquified gases. The oscillation-method appears thus a 
pal'ticulal'ly suitable one for liquid gases l). 

13. With a view to our expel'iments it appeared to us desil'able 
to have a l'ough idea as to the vaine of the viscosity for liquid hydl'ogen, 
say at the boilillg point; an estimate llIay be obtained by the appli
cation of the law of cOl'l'esponding states. KAMERUNGH ONNES 2) has 
shown th at fol' two different subslanees obeying this law the expres
sions 

[/
Tk 

11 --, 
Pk4lJJ3 

must have the same value at corl'esponding temperatures, where 
'Tic and pk are the cl'iticial tempel'atul'e and pl'essllre and M the 
molecl1lal' weight. It is thel'efore possible by the application of this 
l'uIe, which will be at least appl'oximately "alid, to calculate 11 fOl' 
hydrogen oy comparison with a substance whose viscosity is known 
over a somewhat wide range of tempel'atul'es, sucb as methyl-chloride 
according to meaSllJ'ements by DE HAAS 3). Fot' methyl-chloride 'Tk=416, 

fl\/~ , 
]llc = 66 (atm.), M = 50, and thel'efol'e V Pk4 ~3 = 0,024; for hy-

1 6/--r;;-
drogen similarly 'Tlc=31, plc=11, J.11 = 2, so th at V Plc4lJf3 =0,40. 

The boiling point of hydrogen is 20:lK. and the corresponding tempe-
416 

rature fol' methyl chloride is 20 X 31 = 2680 K., or about 0':) 0., at 

which temperature 11 fol' methyl chloride is 0,0022 ; it follows that fol' 
hydl'ogen at 200 K. 0,40 11 = 0,024.0,0022, which gives 11 = 0,00013. 
As at this temperatllre the density of liquid hydrogen is about 

11 0,071 4), we have - = 0,0018. 
, fI-

1) On tl1e other hand, in ZEMPLÉN'S experiments (Ann. d. Phys., 19, 783,1906) 
on the viscosity of air in which cOllcrntric bpheres we re used of 5 and 6 cms, 
radius the condition of nearly complete damping of the retlected wave is not 
satisfied by a Jong way; with v = 0,0002, (J. = 0,00012 and T = 30. b' = 0,8 i.e; 
e-26 (R'-U) = tabout. The damping is thus so weak in this case that the first 
correction·term (31) is not sufficient: we have therefore been obJiged to abandon 
our intention originally formed, of recalculating ZEMPLÉN'S experiments by means 
of our formulae. 

2) Comm. phys. Lab. Leiden, nO. 12, p. 9. 
3) Comm. phys. Lab. Leiden, n~. 12, p. J 
4) Comm. phys. Lab. Leiden, nO. 137d. 
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14. In all the above calculations it is assumed that the oscillations 
of the sphel'e at'e only wel:i.kly dam ped; this conclition ean in any 
case be satisfied, independentiy of the specific pl'operties of the liquid. 
For, even when L' obtains a high vaIue, the Iogarithrnic derrement, 
by form uIa (28) can be made as small as depired by gi ving the 
oscillating system a high' moment of inet'tia; this does not neress:1l'ily 
i~volve a cOl'l'esponding increase of the time of swing', because the 
rotational moment )14 may still be cho&en at wili. 

It is, moreover, easily seen, that fOl' sllbstances with a smal! value 

of ~ the circumstances must again be the mORt favourable : arcording 
(,l, 

to (28) alld (30) it is exactly for these substances, that unde!' other
wise equal circumstances the oscillations of the sphere wil! be least 
damped, 

l5. When equation (25) holds, the caiculation of '11, the quantities 
(1, Tl, K, To, Tand (f being Jmown from the experiment, can be made 
in a fairly simple marmel'. Fil'st L' and Lil are caiculated with the 
aid of equations (28) or, a'3 the case may be, (28'), 'An approximate 
yalue of 11 having been found, b' and bil can be obtained in fb'st 
apPl'oximation by means of (20) and nsing these values a suffi
ciently accurate value can in general be calculated fi'om the terms 

b'R + 1 1 
P=(b'R+l)'+b"2R 2 and q= (b'R+l)2+b"2R2 in equatÏons (30). 

Finally it only remains to solve the following quadl'atic eqnation 
in V'IJ: 

. (a) 

An alternative method of calculation wonid be from 

. (b) 

but in genet'al this wiII yield a much less accurate yalue owing to 
\ 1'-1' . 

the smaller arcuracy with wbich tI' = -~ is determined as COll-
1'0 

pal'erl with ri. Equation (b) ought l'ather to be looked upon as a 
kind of check on the l'esult obtained; but it ma)' al80 ren der excel
lent serrice for the purpose of obtaining an appL'Oximate vallle fol' 
'Ij, if this sbonld not be known; in that case it is even snf'ficient to 
negiect q with respect to i, 
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16. As an example of a ealeulation the l'esults of a preliminary 
experiment made br Mr. CH. NICAISE in water of 20° O. may be 
given here. A brass sphere of 1,927 cm. radius and weighing 
250,8 grms. was sllspended from a wire of phosphorbronze, sueh 
that in air the time of swing was 12,05 sec.; immersed in a large 
vessel with pure water the sphel'e had a periodic time of 12,24 sec. 
the amphtude of the oseillations diminishing per time of swing in 
a constant ratio, the natm'al logarithm of which was 0,1148 (it was 
fOllnd th at this did not inerease appl'eciably, until much narrower 
vessels wel'e used, which &hows that the hquid cOllld_be considered 
as being practically unbounded). For this experiment we have 
therefore R = 1,927, J( = 372,5, To = 12,05 (properly speaking the 
time of swing ought to have been measured in vacuo, but this 
would not have made a difference within the limits of aceuracy of 
the obsel'vation) T = 12,24, á = 0,1145 (freed from the internal 

;-

friction of tbe wire) I) and (.t = 0,998. 
ó l'-T 

This gives - = 0,0091 and tf.' = __ 0 = 0,016, and therefore 
4% To 

within the limits of accnracy of the obsel'vation 

2áK " 4ntf.'K 6-
D=--=7,08 , L =~= . 

T o T o ' 

A first approximation with 1/ = 0,01, gives b' = b" = V:n:t-t = 5, 
'tjT 

therefore b' R = b" R = 10, so th at p = 0,05, q = 0,004. The visro
sity is now given by 

2,0511 + 0,966 V'tl = 0,1181, 

hence: 

1/2~ = 0,01014, 

a value which agrees very weIl with the known data. 'l'he equation 
with Lil gives as a very rough verification "1 = 0,010. 

17. The formulae become even simpIer, if b' Rand b"Rare large 
numbers (say of the order 1000); in that case we have: 

(32) 

(33) 

1) Observation gave ~ = 0,1148; in air ~ = 0,0011, of which, according to a 
calculation of L' with 11 = 0,0002 and ~ = 0,0012, the fraction 0,0008 is due 
to the friction oÎ the air, so that 0,0003 is left for the internal friction of the 
suspension. 
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If " is smétJl at the same time, we llave in fil'st approximation 

L' - L" - R R 4 V:n:(.t7/ - -:r:rr '[' , (34) 

from whirh, by (28/) 
T-1'o 
-- -T o 2n' 

(35) 

This extreme case is discUi:,sed by KmoHHoFF in his Vorlesungen 
rJ1 

uber mathematische Physd{, N°. 26, it OCCUl'S when - is a very 
llR~ 

small number 1). This case wou/d be realized, if in a liquid 
'11 

wlth small - (suy a liqmd gas) a large sphel'e was made to swing 
II 

quickly; talüiJg say ~ = 0,001, in order to have b' R = 1000 wlth 
II 

R = 10, it wonld be necessary for T to oe 0,3. Apart from the not 
ver)' practical natUl'e of these conditions, it may be considered very 
dOllbtflll, whethel' with the comparatlvely high veloeities, involved in 
a rapid vibration of that kind tlle preceding tl1eor)' wOllld stIll hold. 
It 8eems to me, therefore, that tlle extreme case in Cjllestion has no 
experimenial physical illl portance. 

When b'B and b"Rare onIy moderately large L' and Lil may 
1 1 

be developed accOI'ding' tot ascending powel's of b'B, and b"R; if in 

addition tile series (20) and (28'), are mtroduceel, allel the development 
IS c:;topped at a defimte point, fOl'm111ae such as those of LAMPE I), 
IÜRMENOIO 2), BOLrZl\IANN 3) anel KONIG 2) are obtained. 

1) KIRCHHOFF assumes ~ to be very smalI, which must of course be taken to 
mean: under otherwlse norm al circumstances, for, taken absoluteIy, it has no 
sense to suppose a quantity which is not dimensionless to be very smalJ, seeing 
that the value depeuds on the choiûe of units. For the rest, the liquid need not 

-necessarily have a very smal! viscosity in order to obtam the simpIe case in 
question j ti. smal! friction would even be a disadvant,tge, if combined with a smal! 

density, as in the case of gases. For air for instanee ~ is about 0,2, and thus 
!.! 

much largel' lhun fol' water, notwithstanding the lUuch smaller value of ~ 

> (comp. 12 note), 

2) loc, cito 

S) Vid, LAMPD, Wien Bel:. II. 93, 291, 1886. These formulae are as a ruIe, not 
very suitable for accurate calculations, because a sufficient accuracy cannot be 
obtained with onIy a few terms j as an instanee, KÖNIG'S experÏments ran be caI
culated much more simply and l1ccl1l'ately in the mallllel' of section 15 of Ihis 
paper, than by KöNIG'S own method. From one of KÖNIG'S expel'Ïments (the last 

55 
Proceedings RC1yal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII. 
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18. The opposite extreme- case- IS that, in which bR and b(R' -R) 
are very- smalf numbers; in that èase R' cannot of course be 
fnfinite, i. e. the liquid must be bounded.~ With normal dimensions 
of the spbel'es and usual times ot' swing tbis case might be realized 
with liquids of very high viscosity; fol' ordinary liquids the time 
of swing would have to be mnch gl'eater tban practjce allows. 

In that case (24') leads to: 

J36) 

therefol'e 
4n- R' 3Jl3 

(J-- ---'YIT and 
- !( R'3_R3' j 

\ 
(37) 

Seeing that by (22) 

b"R = 2n-R = 2JT R 
V1' ), 

(38) 

i.. being the wave-Iength in the liquid, the phJsical meaning of the 
given simplifying condition is thus, that the radii Rand R' are 
smal! as compal'ed to the wavelength. In that case all the spherical 
sbells in the liquid swing pl'actically in tlle same phase 1) ((Pr and y 
are nearly zero, so th at u becomes reaI; in that case u ' x (seet. 4) 
and equation (11) reduces to tbe fil'st equation (7)); at the same 
time appl'oximately e-b'(R'-R) = eb'(R'-R) = 1, i.e. the waves are 
propagaterl without being appl'eciably damped, as they move forward. 
The l'esulting equation is this time: 

(39) 

with sphere 3) I find for water of 15° 11 = 0,01103, whereas KÖNIG himself found 
0,01140 

1) This is the simplifying condition used by ZEMPLÉN (Ann. d. Phys. (4) 19, 783, 1906) 
as the basis in the deduction of the formulae which served for the calculalion of 
the resl1lts of his experiments; thereby he overlooked lhe fact, that in lh at case 
his coefficient m (our factor b') is very smalI, so that cos m (R-r') and sin m 
(R-r') ol1ght to have been developed accoràing to powers of - m (R-r'); 
carrying out th is development, his eql1ation (14) leads lo our equation (39) (it 
may be noted here, thot a small error has Cl'ept into his equalion (14) j the tel'ms 
rn2Rr2 and rn2Rr~2 should be mJRr and m2Rr2 respectively): As a matter offact ' 
in ZCMPLÉN'S experiments tbe assumed approximatioll is not applicable, for in bis 
case )., = 9, and thus not large as compared to the radii of the spheres( R = 5, 
R' = 6) j his result is, therefore, very doubtfl1l. Later on (Ann. d. Physik. 29. 899, 
1909) he discovered this hirnsolf and gave a more accurate lreatment of the 
problem j but owing lo lhe very complicated nature of the correct formulae he 
tlid not submil llis experiments 10 a new calculalion. 

2) This tlistribulion of velocities is the same as the one found for unifOl'rn 
l'olation \ comp. fol' instance BRILLOUlN I.c. p. 89) j lhis explains its~If by the con si-
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WIJen bR and bR' are on]y moderately small numbers, L' and 
Lil enn be de\'eloped accol'ding to powers of those qunntities; the 
equations (36) are the first tel'ms of the series which are obtained 
in that manIIer. Probably 1J might be found by that method fol' 
ordinary liq uids at low tempel'atnre. 

19. The fOl'mulae ,become also ,\'e1'y simple, when R,'-::-R is 
smaU with respect to R, a case which may possibly be of some 
impo1'tance experimentally~ In that case: 

R'-1' 1) 
U = a-- (40) 

R'-R 
R 

L= tn' R 3
'tl . R'- R (41) 

20. Although probably not of any practical utility 1 will fol' 
the sake of completeness disruss the case, in which the oscillating 
sphere is hoÜow, contains the liquid arîd swings about a smaller 
fixed sphere. Seeing that our general discussión of the state of 
motion in the liquid is not altered thereby, the pl'eceding treatment 
retains in general its validity; the boundary-conditions also remain 
the same, so that eqnations (17) ,tnd (17') l'ernain valid. Only owing 
to the fact that Tl> l' > R', it is now more logical to write 

1 
u:= - [P'e-b(R r)(b1'-1) + Q'eb{R-r) (b1' + 1)],. (42) 

~ I 

and th€' conditions at the boundal'ies now give 

P' = aR3(bR'-t- I )eb(R-R) Q' = _ aR3(bR'-1)e-b•R- R') 
D D (43) 

where . , 

D:= (bR - 1) (bR' + 1) eb(R-R) - (bR -r 1) (bR'-l) e-b(R-R') , (44) 

As l'egal'ds L, the expression given in (24') still holds fol' it, 
except that it has fo be pl'ovided with the negative sign, berause 

// now that the sphel'e undergoes friction on the inside, the tangential 
force is not F but - F (comp. sect. 3 anel 8); we Ihus have 2): 

I 

deration lhat, when tbe wave-length is large as compared to the radii of the 
spheres, tbe condition may at any moment be cOllsidered as stational'Y. 

1) This clislributioll of velocities agrees with tbat between 1wo paraIlel planes, 
whiclt move with respect 10 each other at constant speed; this resuJt could llave 
been expected. 

• 2) All the formulae fOl' tb is case are obtained from thc COrt espond1ng ones in 
:J anel 8 by giving R, R' anel r' evel'ywhere the opposite sign; t!lis is quite 
intelligible fr om a matbematical point of view. 

55'* 
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:n:R3,] " ' _ 
L=~---:v-[W R2-~bR+S)(bR'-"-1 )eh(R-R')+W R2+SbR+S)(bR'-1 )e-b(R-R')J( 45) -' 

For the rest no alterations have to be made to section 9 "and the 
calculatioll of 1] would proceed in the same manner as with an 
in ternal oscillating SpIl ere. 

21. Another case whieh is of practicfil importance and has found 
experimental applic~tion 1), is that of a hollow sphere completely 
filled with liqnid which is made to swing. Tt ma}' be expected that 
this case can be derived as a special case from OUI' general fOl'mlllae 
by p{ltting R' = O. In that case accol'ding to (53): _ 

P'e -bR = Q'ebR = aR3 
(bR-l)ebR +(bR+ l)e- bR . (46) 

and 
R 3 (br-l)eór+(br t-l)e-br 

1b = a ~ (bR-I)ebR+(bR+I)e- hR . . (47) 

Physically, howeveJ', this is onIy possible, if fol' }' = 0, U does 
not beco~e infinite and, as a matter of fact, it does not, for wlth 
l' = 0, u becomes ' 

R3 
lt = 1. ab 3 

' (48) 
o 11 (bR-I) éR + (bR+ J) ,,- bR 

In the general case the liquid camlot be at rest at the centl'e: 
'the \vave-motion starting fl'om the oscillating sphere passes throllgh 
the centre and expands again beyond it; this mayalso b.e formulated 
by saying, that the wave:; are reflected at the centre, this time as 
up on a free boundal'y, i. e. without reversalof phase. Only when 
bR is 80 large, that ~he lllotion is damped out before reaching the 
centre, 1.,'0 = 0 pl'actically and fllrther' 

Ra br.-l 
U = a -. --' e-b(R-r) . .., (49) 

1,3 bRo.-l 

. 22. In the case of a sphere filled with a liquid we have fllrther 
eby putting 11,' = 0 in (45)): 

(b 2R2-ShR+S) ebR - (b2R2-1 SbR+3) e-bR 
L = ~ :JrR3 11 • (50) 

11 (bR-.I) ebR + (bR-+- 1) e-bR 

If the wave-motion is damped out when arriving' at the centre, 
1. e. if e-bR may be put very smal!, the value of ). is given by 

I L _ ~ R3 b2 R2 - SbR + 3 
-lf:n: 1] , •••• (51) 

- bB-l 
which is obtained from (25) by reversing the sign of 11,; in the same 

1) H. v. HELMHOLTZ und G. v. PlOTROWSKI, Wien. Ber. 40 (2), 607, 186U. H. 
, v. HELMHOLTZ, Wissenseh. Abh., 1, p. 172. 

G. ZEMPLÉN, Ann. d. Phys., 19, 791, 1906; 29, 902, 1909. 
Vid. also LAMB, Hydrodynamics, p. 578. 
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manner (30) vdIl then give: 
! I 

L' -.§. JrR3 (b'R _ 2 + b R--l ) 
- ,3 'r} (b'R-l)2 + b"2R2 " 

L" = ~:rtR4~" 1 - . . ( 1) 
3 'r} (b'R-])2 + b"2 R2 

(52) 

The calculations are to be carried out as in § 15. 
When b' Rand b" Rare vel'y large, the same formulae (33) are 

arrived at as before, which means that, when the motion is com
pletely extingnished at a very short distance from thé oseillating 
sphere. it makes no differenc'e whether the friction is internalor 
external; this might of course have been foreseen. 1) 

23. When b R, and therefore also b1', are' very smaIl, that is: 
when the wavelength is very large compared to Ithe radius of the 
sp here, as wOllld probably be the case with very viscolls liquids ' 
(comp. § 18), it follows from (49) that u = a, i. e. the sphere swings 
as a completely solid mass, as, might have been expected a priori. 
The1'e will tl1lls be no dam ping and the time of swillg must be 
that of a system the ~d!11ent of inertia of whieh is equal to J( with 
the addition of the moment of inertia of the Iiquid. 

This actually follows from the above formulae, fol' (50) then 
reduces to 

L = -h Jr b2R5'r} = -h :rt(.1R5k, 

and introducing this into (26'), we find that 
I 1'2 1 

k'= 0 I1nd -= - = - (K+IC) 
k"2 4:rt 2 J.11 ' 

~vhel'e IC = ft :rt[.tR5, the moment of inel'tia of the liquid. 2) 

1) In PIOTROWSKI'S experiments the afOl'esaid condition was not fulfilled, no 
more than in KÖNIG'S experiments; R was = 12,5, T = 30, and hence b'R = 7,5 
about. Still this value is sufficiently large to make the application of (51) allow
abIe, and as in KÖN1G'S experiments, this leads without difficulty to the value 
of ~ Similarly in /ZEMPLÉN'S experiments with air eqllation (51) is applicable to 

/1 the inside-friction on the oscillating sphere, for with ,u = 0,0012, ~ = 0,0002, 

I 

'1' = 30 and R = 5 one finds b' = V 3t
[.t = 0,8 hence e-2ó'H = e- 8 = _1_ 

111' ' 21)00 
about. 

2) This result may be expressed as follows; L is imaginary in this case and 

L' = 0 a~d L" = -h Jr[.tB5k", \ 
sh~wing that the addition to the moment of inertia (comp § 10), is here equal 
to the actual moment of inertia of the liquid, and the equation of motion of the 
sphere becomes (29'): 


